NUCLEAR POWER IN FRANCE

Setting the record straight

The not so rosé truth about the French nuclear program
INTRODUCTION
France gets nearly 80% of its electricity from its 58 nuclear reactors. However, such a heavy reliance on nuclear power brings with it many major, unresolved problems most especially that of radioactive waste. As a result, France has a hugely complex and unsolved radioactive waste problem.

1. France, like the U.S., has not solved its nuclear waste problem
   A. The dirty and polluting process called reprocessing
   - France reprocesses irradiated reactor fuel by soaking it in acid to extract plutonium and slightly enriched uranium. This results in massive releases of radioactive gases and liquids and the creation of solid wastes that place people and the environment at great risk. Reprocessing operations release larger volumes of radioactivity – typically by factors of several thousand – compared to radioactive releases from nuclear reactors.¹
   - France reprocesses reactor fuel at the vast La Hague facility on the Normandy coast. The so-called low-level liquid wastes from reprocessing are discharged into the English Channel and into the air. However, these “low-level” wastes still contain highly radioactive and often long-lived isotopes. Dumping these same wastes into the sea in containers would violate the 1970 London Dumping Convention.²
   - The liquid discharges from La Hague (and the UK. reprocessing plant at Sellafield) have resulted in contamination of area beaches and of seas as far as away as the Arctic Circle and are considered among the ten main anthropogenic sources of radioactive pollution of the world’s oceans.³
   - Two independent medical studies found elevated rates of leukemia in young people living around La Hague. (Similar leukemia clusters have also been recorded around the British reprocessing site at Sellafield which has turned the Irish Sea into one of the most radioactively contaminated bodies of water in the world).⁴
   - The nuclear waste pumped into the sea from La Hague has been measured as 17 million times more radioactive than normal sea water according to an analysis by an independent French radiological laboratory.⁵
   - La Hague routinely releases a radioactive cloud that is highly toxic. Concentrations of krypton-85 above the plant were found to register 90,000 times higher than natural
radiation levels according to research by a Belgian laboratory. La Hague also releases all of its carbon-14 emissions into the air, identified by the French Nuclear Safety Center as the isotope in reprocessing discharges that is most damaging to human health.6

• A plane crashing on one of La Hague’s irradiated fuel storage ponds could result in radioactive releases more than six times the equivalent released from the Chernobyl reactor explosion.7

• France extracts plutonium through reprocessing to use as mixed-oxide (MOX) reactor fuel.

• For safety reasons, only 30% of a reactor core that can use MOX fuel is loaded with MOX. MOX reactors consume the plutonium fuel but the uranium-238 component of the fuel produces plutonium. Consequently, there is no net reduction of plutonium using MOX reactors. Waste fuel from MOX reactors is not reprocessed.8

• Less than 10 percent of France’s nuclear electricity is produced by MOX reactors.9

• Ninety-five percent of the mass of spent reactor fuel is uranium, contaminated with traces of fission products, plutonium and other radioactive materials. This contamination makes re-enrichment complex and costly. Therefore it is not re-used as fuel. Instead, France sends this contaminated uranium to Russia.10

B. No nuclear waste repository

• Reprocessing has created large quantities of solid waste contaminated with plutonium. This, along with highly radioactive vitrified waste, will need to be “stored” in a repository. The volume of these wastes is estimated to be at least 10 times greater than the volume of high-level waste.11

• France has faced public opposition to repositories and is characterizing only one – at Bure in northern France – that continues to face technical and political challenges and strong public opposition.12

• The vast majority of the uranium from reprocessing – non-fissile uranium-238 – will need to be disposed of as waste.

• The low- and intermediate-level waste dump sites that do exist – including in the important Champagne region – are leaking radioactivity into the ground water.13

• Much of the foreign waste resulting from reprocessing in France was never sent back to the country of origin despite a mandate to do so under French law. This has rendered the country a de facto dump site for its own and for foreign radioactive waste.

• Absent suitable disposal sites, the French nuclear reprocessing company, formerly COGEMA, discarded more than 100,000 casks of “low-level” radioactive waste from its uranium conversion plant into a nearby domestic waste dump.14

2. Reactors to bombs and the threat to security

• France has exported civilian nuclear technology and training to, or has engaged in nuclear cooperation with Pakistan, Israel, India and South Africa, all of which developed nuclear weapons.15

• France also exported nuclear technology to Iran, which had an active nuclear weapons program at least until 2003 according to U.S. intelligence reports.16

• France delivered and built Saddam Hussein’s Osirak reactor in Iraq that was subsequently bombed by Israel in 1981.17

• France has actively exported reprocessing technologies to nations regardless of the proliferation impact (including to Israel and Iraq).18
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• France manufactures MOX fuel at facilities in Belgium and southern France. This results in more than 10 tons of plutonium oxide powder – its most dangerous form – being transported from La Hague annually to these facilities. 

• A stockpile of more than 80 metric tons of plutonium has accumulated at La Hague. About 30 of these metric tons are of foreign origin. (The British Sellafield plutonium stockpile is even larger at 107 metric tons). The plutonium is stored in tens of thousands of containers representing a high security risk.

• France has supported Japanese nuclear programs, especially reprocessing, and has, along with Great Britain, shipped MOX fuel elements to Japan. A French shipment made in 1999 contained 221 kilograms of plutonium in the MOX fuel.

• French support of Japan’s nuclear program has helped invite the temptation as well as the capability for Japan to make nuclear weapons. In 2002, the leader of the Japanese Liberal Party, Ichiro Ozawa, declared it would be easy for Japan to produce nuclear warheads from its plutonium supplies at civilian nuclear plants.

• In early 2008, French president, Nicolas Sarkozy, peddled nuclear power in the Middle East, Asia and elsewhere. The profits would go to French nuclear giant Areva which is more than 90% government-owned. The Washington Post described Sarkozy as “the world’s most aggressive salesman for nuclear power.”

• Enriching uranium for reactor fuel has produced depleted uranium (U-238 or DU) that remains hazardous for billions of years (DU half-life is 4.46 billion years). France, like all other countries, has no disposal solution for DU waste.

• Despite angry rhetoric directed toward Iran about its nuclear program, the French Eurodif uranium enrichment plant at Tricastin has been 10% owned by Iran since 1974.

3. French nuclear power has been costly to taxpayers
• The economic penalty of reprocessing had been kept secret until a government-commissioned study in 2000. It concluded that reprocessing and the use of MOX fuel in France had raised the kilowatt-hour cost of nuclear-generated electricity and cost the country tens of billions of francs.

• When evaluating the true costs of nuclear power in France, the entire nuclear complex must be considered. This includes: waste disposal, reactor decommissioning and dismantlement, uranium extraction and processing, reprocessing, MOX fuel production, accident and security risks, and significant health and genetic damage. Taken together, the costs of nuclear energy are enormous.

• When evaluating the true costs of nuclear power in France, the fact that the industry is almost entirely state-owned must be taken into account. This means that the true, but largely hidden costs, that include losses from exports of surplus electricity, construction delays and decommissioning over-runs, have been shouldered by French taxpayers.

• France banked on the plutonium “breeding” program as the basis for its massive nuclear power program. But uranium proved plentiful, plutonium uneconomic as a fuel and the country’s flagship breeder reactor – the Superphenix – was a costly disaster. Over its 12 years of production, Superphenix produced just 8.2 TWh of electricity – a lifetime capacity of about six percent. (The U.S. breeder reactor – Fermi I – suffered a meltdown in 1966 and closed for good in 1972).

• Decommissioning costs are proving to be dramatically higher than predicted. The assessed cost of decommissioning the Brennilis reactor in Brittany currently stands at €482 million ($677 million), 20 times the sum originally envisaged.
4. French reactor technology is aging and unsafe

- If the 58 French reactors currently operating in France were constructed today, they would not meet evolving safety standards, according to French nuclear safety authorities.  
- A cascade of accidents in the summer of 2008 included leaks and spills from several nuclear facilities, particularly those at Tricastin, where radioactive contamination of two rivers resulted in a ban on drinking and bathing in the water. Tricastin area wine growers saw their businesses suffer while homeowners saw their property values plummet.  
- France, like all countries with nuclear reactors, has experienced a long list of near-misses. Some of these are listed in the Global Chance November 2008 report, France’s Nuclear Failures.

5. French reactors, and reactor construction projects, are unreliable

- The European Pressurized Reactor or EPR (known in the U.S. as the Evolutionary Power Reactor) currently under construction in Finland (Olkiluoto-3) is already at least 60% over its projected $4 billion budget and three years behind schedule.  
- Progress on the EPR has been slowed by construction errors and technical failures including in key areas such as concrete pours and the stainless steel pipes that make up the main water coolant line.  
- An Areva official blamed delays and technical flaws on inexperienced contractors working for an industry that has been dormant in Europe for 20 years.  
- The EPR under construction in France, at Flamanville on the Normandy coast, has also experienced technical errors and safety flaws. Construction was halted at the site after the French Security Agency (ASN) issued an order concerning the pouring of concrete at the building site and criticized the operator – Électricité de France (EDF) – for a lack of rigorous oversight.  
- At least seven EPR reactors are planned for six U.S. sites. Areva, and EDF stand to reap huge U.S. taxpayer funds if these projects – and an Areva-owned uranium enrichment plant planned for Idaho – go forward.  
- A confidential report by EDF, withheld from the public but containing vital safety information, was leaked by a French activist in May 2006. An analysis of the report showed that the EPR would not withstand the impact from a commercial jet airliner.  
- Predicted construction times are overly optimistic. The last four reactors that were built in France – two units each at Choos and Civaux – became operational 15.5 and 12.5 years respectively after construction started.

6. Nuclear power is an unreliable choice under climate change

- Reactors rely on huge volumes of water for cooling. During droughts, insufficient water supplies cause reactors to shut down.  
- During the heat wave of 2003, 17 French reactors were forced to power down or shut down completely as river water temperatures rose. France had no option but to import costly electricity from abroad.  
- When temperatures are high, reactors may need to discharge hotter water. France allowed this during the 2006 heat wave, but thermal discharges damage the surrounding aquatic environment and harm or drive away the species that inhabit it.  
- In May 2007, technical problems with steam generators at a number of French nuclear plants caused the country to import record levels of electricity, a problem exacerbated by sudden, unseasonable cold temperatures.
• As climate change worsens, water shortages and heat waves will be more common making nuclear power an impractical option, a problem for a country so heavily dependent on nuclear energy supply.

• Nuclear power has not reduced France’s dependency on oil. More than 70% of France’s final energy is provided by fossil fuels – oil, gas and coal – with oil accounting for 49% of the energy consumption in 2007. 44

• Nuclear energy has not given France energy independence. Far from a “renewable” energy source, nuclear reactors require uranium, a finite source and all of which is imported.

7. The French do not love their nuclear power
• More than 50,000 French citizens in just two districts in north-eastern France have signed a petition to request a referendum on whether a nuclear waste dump would be sited in their area. This request has been ignored by French politicians. 45

• More than 25,000 people demonstrated against new nuclear power in Cherbourg on the 20th anniversary of the Chernobyl accident. Another 60,000 rallied in five cities in March 2007 in opposition to nuclear power. Fewer people rallied in the U.S. on the same day against the Iraq war. 46

• Areva was voted one of the world’s most irresponsible corporations at the 2008 Public Eye awards in Davos, Switzerland, largely due to its uranium mining record in the Niger. The company is held responsible for the failure to inform workers of the health risks, radioactive contamination of the air, water and soil, and “suspicious deaths among the workers, caused by radioactive dust and contaminated groundwater.” 47

• The highly active anti-nuclear network in France – Réseau Sortir du Nucléaire – includes 820 non-governmental organizations. 48

• In a 2006 European poll, only 8% of the French population thought nuclear power was a solution to climate change. 49

• An annual fall poll in France records as many as 61% of the population favoring a phase-out of nuclear energy despite France’s reputation as a country that loves its nuclear power. 50

8. Uranium Mining
• There are 210 abandoned uranium mines in France. These sites were never adequately cleaned up and radioactive mine tailings have been found in children’s playgrounds and public parking lots. 51

• In Niger, the French nuclear company Areva, under subsidiaries (and its predecessor, Cogema) has mined uranium at two sites for 40 years. This has resulted in contaminated air, dust and water supplies well above World Health Organization standards. Discarded radioactive metals from the mining operations have been sold in public marketplaces and used in household goods. 52

• Doctors interviewed at the two Areva-owned hospitals in the Niger mining towns, have admitted they do not diagnose uranium mining-related illnesses as it would reflect badly on the mining company. 53

• Areva has signed a deal for a huge new uranium mine – Imouraren – in Niger, that, if opened, would be the second largest uranium mine in the world. Mineral extraction already threatens to deplete the Sahara water supply in the next several decades.

• The most negatively impacted by uranium mining in Niger have been the nomadic Touareg people who have suffered the health and environmental consequences and
seen none of the alleged economic benefits. Some of the Touareg – described by one Areva official as “an illusion,” are fighting back, resulting in a crackdown by Niger authorities including arbitrary arrests, imprisonments and executions. 54

Further Reading
Sortir du Nucléaire Web site at: www.sortirdunucleaire.org
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